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ABSTRACT

This project focused on advancing the knowledge of chemical vapour

deposition (CVO) PbTi~ thin films for future work on lead zirconate titanate or PZT

(PbZr.Til.•~ through an understanding of the structuIa1, chemical and electrical

properties of the material.

A study of the individual oxides, TiOz and FbO.. prepared also by CVD, was

made using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy

(SEM), Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction (XRD), before a low pressure, low

temperature process for PbTi~ was developed. The major factors in controlling the

film composition and thickness uniformity were identified. The formation sequence

for CVO PbTi~ films involved individual oxides of Ti and Pb, rather than

pyrocl1lore-type phases. A Ph-rich composition ensured the formation of perovskite,

however it resulted in the formation of a thin PbO. surface layer. Removal of this

layer by etching gave improved electrical properties. Capacitance measurements

typically varied less than 1% over the frequency range and gave E' values from

60-155. At 1 kHz, tan 0 was -0.01 and the resistivity was _lOll O.cm.

TEM examination of as-deposited films of PbTi~ revealed no macro-domains

existed. After post-deposition annealing twinned structures acting as domains were

found in grains, - 0.1 I'm in size. The origin of the theoretical minimum grain size

for twinning in PbTi~ thin films is discussed. A classification scheme for domain
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structures was developed based on thin films of PbTi~ and PZT. Similarities were

drawn between these domain structures and their bulk counterparts.

The multi-layered bottom electrode of Pt and Ti used in this study was found

to react at temperatures s515°C. At higher temperatures (698°q, the Ti layer was

completely consumed, however the top surface of the Pt layer remained unaffected.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the use of ferroelectric (FE) material for random access

memory (RAM) elements has reached commercial applications in the semiconductor

industry, to the extent that companies started production of 4 Kbyte (to 64 Kbyte)

memories in 1993 [Huffman]. These memory elements are non-volatile, compact,

programmable with five volts with 250 ns access time and H1 cycle endurance. This

non-volatile technology has the potential to replace any or all memory cells with one

standard ceIl. Both non-volatile and dynamic access memories (DRAM) are under

development. It is sufficient to say here that the former relies on the material's

ferroelectric properties, while the latter utilizes the high dielectric property. (Further

discussion of memory applications is given in §2.2.) Northern Telecom undertook

and supported work in this area for implementation in next-generation memory

devices in the telecommunications industry.

Deposition of PbTi~ and/or pzr thin films has been achieved by several

methods (see §2.3). Commercially available devices employ a sputtered lead

zirconate titanate (Pb(Zr,Ti)O:! or PZf) film [Huffman 1991]. A significant amount

of research has been devoted to the sol-gel method [Yi et al. 1988, Payne et al. 1989,

Parikh et al. 1990] due to its low start-up cost and the relative ease of preparing

films. Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is however the most promising technique

for producing the thin films useful for integrated circuit fabrication and also, CVD



films are known for their conformal coverage which expands the device structures

possible in implementation [Emesh, Calder, Ho, Jolly and Madsen 1994; Calder,

Ellul, Emesh and Madsen 1993].

This work deals with the deposition and characterization of titanium oxide, lead

oxide and lead titanate (pbTiOJ) thin films. The film deposition technique employed

was metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) using a low pressure CVD

horizontal reactor. The influence of deposition conditions on material properties, and

the optimi2atior. of characteristics favourable for capacitor structures to application in

memory devices were examined. The process development entailed the exploration of

deposition parameters, such as substrate temperature, chamber and vapour pressures,

whilst investigating the effect of temperature and duration of post deposition rapid

thermal annealing. The use of different electrode materials was also studied. The

relationship between the processing conditions, composition and structure was

examined. To achieve these goals, analytical techniques were used to investigate film

quality and characteristics such as thickness, composition, structure. interfacial

properties and growth patterns. The remaining task was to measure the electrical

properties and correlate them to the film characteristics and hence make the link to

the deposition parameters and annealing conditions for specific electrode materials.

The electrical characteristics of primary interest are: remanent polarization (P,).

coercive field <EJ, spontaneous polarization (p..,). saturation polarization (P,).

pennittivity or dielectric response (E), resistivity (P), dissipation factor or dielectric

loss (tan 0) and the effects of fatigue and aging.

Understanding of less complex oxides, such as TiOz, lead oxides and PbTiOJ,

may prove to be important in understanding degradation effects (fatigue) apparent

with device operation. There has also been some indication of enhancement in

growth characteristics of pzr through the use of seed layers of PbTi~ [Shimizu et

al. 1993, Yoo et aI. 1993, Chandler et aI. 1993].

The main thrust of this project involved a critical analysis of the factors

affecting deposition, through theory and experimentation, and related the growth

processes to the structural and electrical properties of the material. Examination of

microstructural defects, domain characteristics, and interfacial properties was carried

out to further the understanding of degradation effects within lead titanate type

materials. Obtaining reproducible properties in FE films involves the ability to

characterize deposited films and relate the salient aspects of film composition,

bonding and microstructure to the deposition conditions [Roy et aI. 1990].

Results in this field in achieving the desired electrical characteristics has been

impeded by ferroelectric thin film quality. choice of electrode materials, and

insufficient investigation and understanding of the physical properties. With increased

knowledge on compatible materials for electrodes, high quality films and in-depth

characterization, this vital link to the electrical parameters can be made.

The relationship between the physical and electrical properties of the PbTi~

films formed an essential base for process development and future optimi2ation. The

characterization of these films was crucial for understanding the impact of the

deposition parameters on film properties and obtaining the best properties for

semiconductor applications. As the overall knowledge in this field for such an

application is still maturing. optimizing the film properties is often hindered by the

lack of definition of a ·standard film".

PZT is one of the favoured FE materials for memory applications in the

semiconductor field. The simpler material, PbTiOJ, was studied here due to time

constraints and the complexity of the pzr deposition process. Due to its lower

dielectric constant, PbTi~ is not as suitable a material for semiconductor applications

as pzr, but it is still ferroelectric and can be subjected to the same electrical tests. It

is thought that a good understanding of the PbTi~ deposition process would allow a

process for the more complex pzr material to be developed more easily. Indeed the

literature suggests that the development of an PbTi~ process almost always precedes

the pzr process development by a minimum period of one to two years [Okada et aI.

1988 & 1990, de Keijser et al. 1991 & 1993. Kwak et al. 1988 & Erbil et al. 1992].

2.0 FERROELECTRIC MATERIAlS

Crystals can be classified into seven systems: cubic, orthorhombic,

rhombohedral', tetragonal, hexagonal, monoclinic and triclinic. These systems can

be further sub-divided into 32 point groups (crystal classes) with 21 of them being

non-centric (that is. without a centre of symmetry). Ten of these classes are called

polar because they have a finite and permanent value of polarization, known as

spontaneous polarization, in the absence of an applied field or stress [Burfoot and

Taylor 1979]. Ferroelectrics (FE's) are a subset of this last group where the crystal's

direction of spontaneous polarization is revCI'Slole by application of an electric field.

Perovskites. so called because of the mineral perovskite, CaTi~ (a distorted

perovskite structure) named after Count L.A. Perovski of St Petersburg (Leningrad)

[Deer et al. 1962] form one group of FE material. Many perovskites however do not

exhibit FE behaviour and some are actually anti-ferroelectric in character [Lines and

Glass 1977]. The perovskite structure has the general formula AB~, Pm3m, space

group 221 [Lines and Glass 1977]. It is cubic with the A atoms at the cube comers,

B atoms at the body centres, and the oxygen atoms at the face centres (figure 1).

Most perovskite compounds are slightly distorted and hence have lower symmetry

than Pm3m. Some of the structural modifications that may be present

'also referred to as trigonal
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Figure I: The cubic AB03 perovskite structure
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are: a doubling of the basic unit cell, orthorhombic, tetragonal (cia > 1 or pseudo

tetragonal cia < I), and rhombohedral structures [Roth 1957]. These departures

from the cubic structure result in dielectric and magnetic properties including

ferroelectricity.

2.1 Properties

The fundamental behaviour and characteristics of an FE material can be

described in terms of a capacitor. The relationship between the polarization and

electric field is represented by a hysteresis loop (figure 2). Initially, the net

macroscopic polarization can be zero and the overal1 electric dipole direction random.

Regions where the dipoles are aligned are called domains. Upon application of a

field, the domains will grow and eventually reach maximum alignment when

polarization saturation, p.. is reached (figure 3). In general, only easy directions are

polarized into domains. The direction of p. is called the polar axis (figure 3) [Hench

and West 1990]. If the field is removed some dipoles will remain aligned giving a

remanent polarization, Pr To reduce the polarization to zero, a coercive field, E"

must be applied in the opposite direction.

The spontaneous polarization usually decreases with increasing temperature

and disappears continuously, or more often discontinuously, at a Curie point T,.

Above the Curie point, the approaching transition is often signalled by a diverging

dielectric response or permittivity E, which close to T, varies in a Curie-Weiss manner

(eqn.2.1):
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Ps
Pr

Electric Field (E)

(a)

A

(b)

A

Figure 2: Schematic diagram ofan FE hysteresis loop [Jona and Shirane
1962]. Ps is the spontaneous polarization. Pro the remanant
polarization and Ec. the coercive field. Dielectric displacement is
related to polarization by: D = £0 E+P where £0 is the dielectric of free
space.

Figure 3: The two forms ofPbTi03: (a) the cubic and non-ferroelectric form
and (b) the tetragonal and ferroelectric form. a and c are lattice parameters
where c > a. Ps indicates the direction ofthe spontaneous polarization
[Johnson 1989].



where ~ is a constant, T. is the Curie-Weiss temperature equal to T. for the

compounds Li(Nb,Ti)206.

Much attention has been given to the use of FE material, mostly perovskites,

in DRAM and non-volatile memory cells. Non-volatile devices retain their

polarization state and hence the stored information for an indefinite period of time

after the removal of voltage from the circuitry. Application of FE materials in

DRAMs has also been examined since tile higher dielectric constants offered by FE

materials allow for greater packing densities in these simple charge-storage cells

[Parker and Tasch 1990]. As the area available per memory cell decreases for

discovery of ferroelectricity in 1921 [Lines and Glass 1977]. The following

characteristics are desirable for FE thin films for memory device applications:

rectangular hysteresis loop, low coercive field, large remanent polarization, fast and

non-degraded switching, long period of retention, and compatibility with

semiconductor integrated circuit technology [Ramakumar et al. 1990]. Five materials

or groups of materials have been identified as most promising for s\\itching

applications [Scott 1989], namely, potassium nitrate KN~, bismuth titanate Bi.Ti30 12,

PZr compounds, lead germanate PbjGe,Ou and lithium niobium and lithium titanate

E = ~/(T-T.)

case of a continuous transition.

2.2 Memory Applications

Numerous ferroelectric materials have been recognized since the initial

10

(2.1)
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greater packing densities, these simple charge-storage cells require the higher

dielectric constants offered by FE materials.

To form a non-volatile memory cell, a capacitor structure using FE material as

the dielectric, is situated over the semiconductor layers normally used for a n:etal

oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFE'I) (figure 4). The FE capacitor

requires three additiona! masking-steps and hence a knowledge of deposition, anneal

and etch characteristics of each layer is required. The FE capacitor shown (figure 5),

can be used as a shadow random access memory (RAM), that is, as a back-up during

power failure. A. four transistor static RAM cell is interconnected with two FE

capacitors where the capacitors are only activated to store data upon loss of power

and restore data upon regaining power.

Thin films less than 1 ILm in thickness are required if the standard S V

operation of the integrated circuitry is to be used and the following complications may

be introduced:

1. stability of the FE phase is changed because the physical dimensions are reduced,

2. surface effects are introduced arising from incomplete neutralization of

depolarizing fields (when the polar axis is perpendicular to the film) and space-charge

fields arising from energy-band bending normal to the film surface,

3. departures from stoichiometry (representing a larger volume fraction in thin films)

usually result in decreased dielectric constant and increased loss as a function of

frequency,

and

12 13

PWcllorNWcll

Silicon SUbstr:llC

Pulsed common plate

Vee•Ferroelectric

Process Layers Top Electrode ~~~3~~~~~~~~~-J..
fBo~:=~

Conventional /----~~

Semiconductor

Process La;ers

Figure 4: A thin film FE memory capacitor is created by forming a ~dwic~ of metal
electrC'des and FE material on traditional Complementary Metal OXIde SetlUconductor
(CMOS) technology [Bondurant and Gnadinger 1989].

Figure 5: Schematic drawing of s~adow~l~yout using
four transistors and two FE capacltors (Applicanon note)
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4. interfacial polarization effects appear in polycrystalline films [Lines and Glass

1977].

The polycrystalline nature of these films introduces further complexities as

second phase particles can form at the grain boundaries and act as sinks for defects.

Furthermore, grain size affects switching mechanisms [Martirena and Burfoot 1974],

mechanical stability [Matsuo and Sasaki 1966] and cracking tendencies [Weaver,

Madsen and Griswold 1991] of the material. For bulk samples, reversal of the

polarization direction (switching) can occur through nucleation and domain wall

motion (or growth) of new domains or by the growth of existing domains [Jona and

Shirane 1962]. For small grains, the domain wall thickness can be of the same order

of magnitude as the grains and then the grains will be either single domains or will

contain very few non-mobile wa1Is [Martirena and Burfoot 1974].

Additional requirements are placed on these thin films in terms of the

contacting materials and this issue is addressed in more detail in §2.6. The deposited

FE material should have the minimum porosity and number of defects and pinholes,

and be continuous over the underlying device topography. Several manufacturing and

operational conditions may be placed on the material depending on the specific

application. The work described herein focuses on memory applications with PbTi~.

2.3 Deposition Methods

Deposition of PZT thin films has been achieved by electron or ion beam
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deposition [Castellano 1980, Oikawa and Toda 1976], sputtering techniques [Croteau

et al. 1987, Croteau and Sayer 1986, Sviridov et al. 1985, Shintani et al. 1978], sol

gel methods [Payne et al. 1989, Yi et al. 1988], laser ablation [Saenger et al. 1990,

Ramakumar et al. 1990, Chiang et al. 1990] and CVD [Ainger et al. 1990, Okada et

al. 1990, Kavanaugh and Williams 1989]. The approach in each method is to deposit

thin films directly rather than work from polished, expensive bulk ceramics [Brierley

et al. 1987]. Sputter-deposited films can suffer from the following problems: the

deposition rate is low [Okada et al. 1990, Kavanaugh and Williams 1989], the

composition is difficult to control because of sputter variation with elements [Okada et

al. 1990], defects and damage are generated at the substrate surface due to the

sputtering itself [Okada et al. 1990], the apparatus is expensive [Kavanaugh and

Williams 1989], and a variation in film composition occurs across the deposited film

[Kavanaugh and Williams 1989]. Although configurational changes have nearly

eliminated the sputter damage problem and improved composition control [Roy et al.

1990], the other issues mentioned above remain. The quality of films grown by sol

gel or metal organic decomposition (MOD) techniques are limited because cracking

can occur during the drying and firing stages as pyrolysis and subsequent loss of

organics occurs and the film shrinks [Kavanaugh and Williams 1989]. Films free of

macroscopic cracking tend to be porous from loss of organics present in the initial

solvents. With laser ablation it is difficult to produce films with sufficiently large

uniform areas for memory devices. Overall, no technique is without fault (Table I)

[Roy et al. 1990], however, progress in the CVD area in the past has suffered
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primady from a lack of suitable precursors [Brierley et al. 1987]. If this and other

I co
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distinguishes it from physical deposition processes. Typical chemical reactions are

Main Gas Flow
Region ....

pyrolysis, reduction, oxidation, hydrolysis, nitridation, carbonization,

disproportionation, synthesis and combined reactions [Kern and Ban 1978]. The

fundamental reaction pathways and kinetics involved in CVD processes are only well

~:~':: .
~ 1~ 0 °1 ~desorption

Film Precursor

Transport to I
Surface +Surface Diffusion

I~ (XXX) (]

.. understood for a few commercially important systems, such as silicon deposition

some reaction t.G: can be calculated by subtracting the summation of the standard

(2.2).t.G: = Et.Gr" products - Ei!l.Gr" reactants

free energy of the reactants from those of the products:

of all vapour species for a given set of conditions. This approach, however, assumes

chemical equilibrium which does not normally prevail in flow reactors. To obtain

information on the rate of these reactions, kinetics must be used. The free energy of

AG,O can in turn be related to the equilibrium constant ~ and related to the partial

[Jensen 1993]. Thermodynamics can be used to predict the likelihood of a given

reaction, and calculate the theoretical efficiency of the reaction and partial pressures

Desorption of
Volatile Surface
Reaction
Products

Step
Growth

Nucleation and
Island Growth

Adsorption ofFilm
Precursor

pressures (PJ in the system:

Figure 6: Schematic drawing illustrating the transport and reaction process
underlying CVD [Jensen 1993].

-t.G,O =2.3 RT log ~ (2.3)

(2.4).

Determining the likely reaction in a system can be found by one of two

methods [Kern and Ban 1978]. The first method looks at the minimization of the free

energy with respect to the degree of completion of a reaction. The second approach

is to solve a set of simultaneous nonlinear equations to find the partial pressures of all

species present and then use this information to determine the total quantity of a
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species in the vapour phase. This method involves specifying the equilibrium rate surpasses the rate at which species arrive at the surface, the reaction is mass

constant for each reaction likely to occur, in terms of the partial pressures and

activities for each compound in the reaction expression. Variations of parameters can

transport limited (figure 7) [Wolf and Tauber 1986]. At low temperatures on the

other hand, the surface reaction rate is reduced and the arrival of reactants exceeds

be modeled with a computerized system and the optimal parameters for a CVD

system found.

In practice, good quality films result from chemical reactions which are

usually heterogeneous and take place at the substrate surface. Conversely a

homogeneous reaction characterized by a dominance of gas phase reactions results in

clusters of the deposit and subsequently poorly adhering, porous films with numerous

defects [Wolf and Tauber 1986]. Furthermore some homogeneous reactions may

consume reactants excessively and lead to decreased deposition rates.

the consumption rate, and hence the process becomes reaction rate limited. The

overall growth rate of a CVD layer is controlled by a combination of these two

processes (figure 8) [Hitchman and Jensen 1993].

Generally, the number of different molecules required to come together to

react indicates the order of the reaction [Cottrell 1968]. Reaction orders are usually

first or second order. Often reactions which are apparently higher order can be

broken down into a sequence of steps where the order of the slowest step occurring

determines the actual overall reaction order [Cottrell 1968]. An exception to this rule

The overall deposition sequence is composed of gas-phase and surface
is found if a reactant has such a low concentration that the rate of the reaction is

processes. The surface process may be a thermally activated phenomenon where the

where Ro is the frequency or pre-exponential factor, E. is the apparent activation

energy in eV, k is Boltzmann's constant (8.6 x 10.5 eVIK) and T is the temperature in

Kelvin. A process is said to have Arrhenius behaviour if a plot of In R against Iff

reaction rate is given by:

R= Ro exp (-E. !k1) (2.5)

determined effectively by its concentration only [Cottrell 1968] and in turn, the order

of the reaction may appear to change. Examination of the dependence of the

deposition rate with pressure can reveal the order governing a CVD reaction.

The rate determining step in the deposition process is the slowest step

involved. For example the rates of reactions might vary with temperature or substrate

orientation [Kern and Ban 1978]. Changes in the temperature dependence with

produces a straight line since E. must then be temperature independent.

Typically the temperature dependence of a CVD deposition process can be

divided into two regions each having a different slope determined by the slowest (and

growth rate indicate different steps are controlling the deposition rate. For instance,

at low temperatures weak adsorption of the reactants on the substrate surface might

dominate, while at high temperatures, the difrJsion of reactants and products to and

hence controlling) mechanism. When the temperature increases such that the reaction
from the reacting surface might govern the rate of the reaction. Substrate variations,
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Figure 7: Temperature dependence of growth rate for CVD films [Wolf
and Tauber 1986.].
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such as the densities and geometric arrangements of surface sites, the number and

nature of surface bonds, the composition of various crystallographic surfaces, and the

nature and number of surface features (steps, kinks, vacancies, etc.) affect the

deposition rate.

Most of the transport phenomena, e.g. fluid flow, heat transfer, and mass

transfer, are intimately tied to the system design. A typical experimental system for

CVD can be divided into three regions: precursor handling, the reaction chamber, and

exhaust of by-products. Precursors are usually selected by factors such as their ease

of handling (room temperature and pressure utilization), safety, cost and availability,

and purity of deposit. Metalorganic chemicals are often liquid or solid at ambient

conditions, and then higher temperatures and/or lower pressures alC'ng with a carrier

gas must be used. As the carrier gas (usually an inert gas) bubbles through the

precursor, it picks up vapour which is subsequently carried into the reactor. Care

must be taken with additional heating of this type of gas distribution network to

ensure condensation does not form in the reactor delivery lines. Relatively little has

been published about gas handling [Hitchman and Jensen 1993] and the current

tendency is to buy commercial systems or learn through experience. The precursor,

whether a major reactant or a dopant, should have a vapour pressure in the range of 1

to 10 Torr in the temperature range -20°C to 40°C and thermally decompose at a

temperature in the range of 3OQ-SOO°C [Moon and Huong 1993].

Reactors can be divided into hot wall and cold wall systems. Hot wall

reactors are usu:illy tubular in form and heating is often accomplished by resistance

o L_-~--~~--=:::::-':::---~I:O
0.6

1000/ Temperature (K-1
)

Flru 8' Overall arowth rate (a) is a result of kinetically controlled growth (b)
I", re . and tran~port controlled growth (c) [Hitchman and Jensen 1993].
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elements surrounding the reactor tube [Kern and Ban 1978]. Tne use of temperature

gradients or uniform heating, in combination with various wafer arrangements and gas

distribution systems are employed to obtain reproducible and uniform films_ These

systems can suffer from build-up of deposit on the walls which can lead to subsequent

flaking and wafer particulate control problems, but more importantly, serious

precursor depletion effects can make deposition rates low and unreliable. For cold

wall reactors, the susceptor is the only intentionally heated area and this is usually

done through radio-frequency heating or high intensity radiation lamps; resistance

heated graphite slabs are rarely used as they are reactive with oxygen [Kern and Ban

1978].

CVD can be performed at atmospheric or reduced pressure (typically 0.25 to 2

Torr) and is commonly referred to as low pressure CVD (LPCVD) [Wolf and Tauber

1986]. Other benefits may be obtained (depending on reactor geometry) from a

pressure reduction, such as, increased throughput due to high packing density of

substrates allowed because of the reaction rate limitations rather than mass transport

control. Significant decreases in pressure may only result in slight decreases in

deposition rate [Hitchman and Jensen 1993]. Often slightly higher deposition

temperatures, SSQ-600°C are used to boost the deposition rate. Reduced pressures

are technologically advantageous for many commercial processes.

For very low temperature deposition (down to 20°C), photo induced (or

enhanced) processing is sometimes used. This method uses high energy, high

intensity photons to either heat the substrate surface or to dissociate and excite
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reactant species if, the gas phase [Wolf and Tauber 1986]. In the former case, the

reactant gases are transparent to the photons and gas-phase reactions are thereby

eliminated [Wolf and Tauber 1986]. In the laner case, the energy of the photons can

be chosen such that the energy transfer to the reactant molecules (or to a catalytic

intermediary) is efficient. Films from photo-induced CVD give good step coverage

but may suffer from low density and molecular contamination as a result of the low

deposition temperature [Wolf and Tauber 1986].

The variables for deposition of a simple (2 component) oxide are source

temperature, substrate temperature, partial pressures of the O2 and the liquid source,

total flow, deposition duration and system pressure. The source temperature needs to

be sufficiently high to produce a vapour, but must be lower than the substrate

temperature. The latter temperature usually ranges from 200 to 800·C in the

semiconductor industry, with low temperatures « 450·C) being more desirable,

especially if AI alloys have already been deposited (since AI forms hillocks at elevated

temperatures [Wolf 1990D. The flow rate of the carrier should be as high as possible

(m order to increase the deposition rate) without resulting in liquid formation in the

gas lines. The total flow obtained by the combination of the carrier gas, Oz, and an

inert gas, such as AI or N2 used to control the vapour pressure of the liquid source

reactants and increase the pressure of the system is limited by the dilution effect.

System pressure can be varied, within certain ranges as allowed by the total flow in

the system, by adjusting the throttle valve. The above seven variables are easily

reduced by fixing the duration of the deposition to a reasonable value and selecting a
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total flow which allows pressure adjustments from 500 mTorr to 3 Torr. The partial

pressure is related to the system pressure (p...J and flow rates (F) as follows:

p. = p~ Fj (F..... + FJ

where x is the component of interest.

Increases in the partial pressure of the liquid yield higher deposition rates since

more vapour is incorporated into the gas stream. An upper limit is placed on this

when the saturation point is reached.

Properties which are important in the deposited films include the thickness,

adhesion, porosity, chemical purity, structure and composition. The films with the

best characteristics are usually epitaxial, that is, they have regularly oriented growth

which is aligned in some way to the substrate. When the substrate is of the same

material, this alignment is called homo-epitaxy; otherwise, it is called hetero-epitaxy.

Strain caused by lattice mismatch between the substrate and grown film is

accommodated in various ways according to the film thickness. For thin films, misfit

is accommodated by elastic strain with no dislocations. For very thick films,

accommodation is totally by dislocations and not by elastic strain. For intermediate

thicknesses both elastic strain and dislocations relieve the misfit. Another way of

dealing with strain is to use graded layers such that the mismatch from one atomic

layer to the next is reduced. This can be accomplished by changing the composition

of the film gradually. Epitaxial films can only be obtained when good lattice

matching, and the proper temperature range and reactant concentrations are used. For

many applications, amorphous or polycrystalline films are deliberately formed to
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(2.8) where P is the pressure in Torr and T is the temperature in K.

The reaction in forming an oxide from TIP is thought to consist of three elementary

steps: (i) activation of a gas phase TIP molecule by vibrational excitation through a

collision with a second molecule, perhaps involving loss of alkoxides groups; (ii)

2.4.1 TItanium Oxide

Titanium oxide films can be deposited from Ti alkoxides, in particular from

titanium isopropoxide (I'IP), (written as Ti(~H7)' or Ti(O.i-Pr)J (figure 9). This

compound has a vapour pressure of 80 mTorr at 20·C [Siefering and Griffin 199Gb)

which varies with temperature according to the following expression:

growth occurs where small clusters are nucleated on the surface. As the film atoms

are more strongly bound to each other than to the substrate, the islands continue to

grow and then eventually coalesce and form a continuous film. In the Fra."'lk-van de.

Merwe model, two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth occurs as the film atoms are

equally or less strongly bonded to each other than to the substrate. This model

applies to homo-epitaxial growth on clean substrates. The presence of impurities can

give rise to three-dimensional island growth [Joyce 1974]. The Stranski-Krastanov

growth mode or layer followed by island growth combines the previous two. After

the growth of one or two monolayers, layer growth is no longer favoured and islands

form on the top of the initial layers. The factors which control this transition from

two-dimensional to three-dimensional growth are not well understood.

(2.9)Log1oP = 9.837 - 3193.7 x 1'"1

exploit their unique characteristics. In general, lower temperatures and higher gas

phase concentrations favour the formation of polycrystalline deposits. Under these

conditions the arrival rate at the surface is high, but the surface mobility is low [Kern

and Ban 1978]. As the temperature is reduced, an increase in supersaturation results

in more nuclei and consequently a finer grained film is formed. At even lower

temperatures an amorphous film, without crystallites, may be formed. Growth rates

for amorphous films are usually ~uite high, while epitaxial growth is considerably

slower.

An understanding of the structure of films, whether they be polycrystalline,

amorphous or epitaxial, may be gained through examination of film growth aspects.

The nucleation process can be described in free energy terms [porter and Easterling

1981]. The driving force for the reaction is provided by the free energy difference

(~Gv) between the vapour and condensed phases, while the interfacial energy term

opposes the reaction. Above a critical nucleus size,

r' = 2 "'sv I ~v (2.7)

where 'Ysv is the surface energy of the nucleus (assumed to be isotropic),

continued growth of the solid phase is favoured. The initial free energy (~G) is

provided by thermal activation,

~G' = If.: V' ~Gv

where V' is the volume of the critical nucleus.

The types of growth observed in CVD films are mainly characterized by one

of three models [Jensen 1993]. In the Volmer-Weber model, three-dimensional island
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Figure 9: TIP structure [Itoh 1991].
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and Grifftn 1990b] has been examined. It is difficult to draw clear conclusions from

these studies because changes in reactor geometries and conditions have significantly

affected the results. One study showed a large increase in growth tate with the

substitution of~ for an inert gas [Sladek and Herron 1972], while others [Okada et

aI. 1988, 1989] observed no appreciable change. Siefering and Griffin's work

[199Oa,b] appears to delve most deeply into the fundamental kinetics and they found

that N2 as a carrier gas compared with deposition in the absence of a carrier gas,

reduced the efficiency of the system thereby causing a drop in deposition rate. The

study by Aitchison and his colleagues [1992] was more complicated since TIP had an

apparent catalytic effect on the tetraethoxysilane also leading to the deposition of Si~

in addition to Ti~.

Table n: Deposition parameters for Ti~

System Substrate TIP Reference
Pressure Temperature (0C) Temperature
(Torr) (0C)

.0023 400-650 60 Aitchison et aI. 1993
0.04-2 220-300 20 Siefering & Griffin

1990a
300 40-145 Siefering & Griffin

1990b
6 300-600 2S-35 Okada et aI. 1989
760 150 7S Fitzgibbons et aI. 1972
760 300-700 50-70 Okada et aI. 1988

Bold type refers III overlap of deposition parameters with those used in this study. sec § 4.1.
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adsorption of the activated TIP molecule at the surface; and (iii) decomposition of the

remaining alkoxide groups in the adsorbed TIP molecule to produce Ti~ [Siefering

and Griffin 1990a]. A bimolecular gas-phase collision is thought to be the rate

limiting step under the conditions studied by Siefering and Griffin [199Oa and 1990b].

The deposition parameters used for the production of Ti~ in a number of different

studies are listed in Table n. No information is offered by Siefering and Griffin

[1990] about the proposed TIP intermediate or the pathway for its formation.

However, in the studies by Okada and his colleagues [1988], the following overall

(simplified) reaction:

(2.10)

based on pyrolytic decomposition, is proposed. A log-log plot of the pressure versus

growth rate indicates that the process was zero order at 220·C and second order at

300·C [Siefering and Griffin 1990]. From the kinetic rate expression (eqn. 2.5), the

apparent activation energy for low pressures « 0.15 Torr) was 35 kJ-mot\ which

varied continuously to 150 kJ-mol-\ at 2 Torr [Siefering and Griffin 199Oa]. Another

study found the apparent activation energy to be 53 kJ-mol"\ at 6 Torr [Okada et aI.

1989] and 7S kJ-mol"\ at atmospheric pressure [Okada et aI. 1988]. The deposition of

TIP with different ambients: H20 saturated N2 [Sladek and Herron 1972], N2

[Sieferlng and Griffin 199Oa], N:i~ [Okada et aI. 1988], ~ [Okada et aI. 1989],

tetraethoxysilane [Aitchison et aI. 1992] and in the absence of a carrier gas [Siefering
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Titanium forms several different oxides as indicated in the phase diagram

(figure 10) [ASM 1989]. At high oxygen compositions (0 > 66.7%), Ti~ forms,

often with the rutile structure [Cotton and Wilkinson 1980]. However, Ti~ has five

polymorphs: anatase and brookite (usuaI low temperature and pressure forms), Ti~-n

and Ti~-m (formed from anatase or brookite under pressure) as well as rutile (usual

form at all temperatures and ambients) [ASM 1989].

Between 400 and 600°C films deposited by CVD were anatase, while those

deposited at 650°C showed some evidence of the rutile phase [Aitchison et aI. 1992].

Films deposited at higher temperatures have been shown to have a finer grain

structure [Aitchison 1992] and a greater likelihood of being deposited as rutile. A

variation in structure has aIso been observed with film thickness: for example

Siefering and Griffin [199Oa] reported that the initiaI films were amorphous or

microcrystalline while at greater thicknesses anatase with a preferred (220) orientation

was observed; the thickest films were rutile. The studies listed in Table n vary

widely in terms of their deposition parameters (as well as in their deposition system

configurations and ambient atmo.;pheres) which can be expected to affect the structure

(morphology and phase) of the films significantly. Other studies have found a

combination of substrate heating and anneatng was necessary for growing rutile films

[Wicaksana et aI. 1992].

According to Fitzgibbons and his colleagues [1972], anatase and brookite

transform irreversibly to rutile on heating. From sputter deposition and annealing of

Ti~ thin films, it was suggested that over the range of 2Q0-4OO·C anatase is the




































































































